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Since the mid-19th century, boundary-making in the Pamirian Crossroads had
involved the redefining of contested spheres of influence between Great Britain
and Russia. Remote mountain microstates had enjoyed a comparatively high
degree of autonomy from their immediate neighbours. The incorporation of the
Hunza Valley into the British-Kashmirian realm followed a successful military
intervention. The colonial project has significantly affected living conditions in the
Hunza Valley. 0Hunza matters addresses the transformation from four
perspectives. First, the changing physical infrastructure are analysed from a road
perspective. Initially, pack animals and porterage were involved in crossing high
passes. Daring geostrategic projects emerged, shedding light on early plans for
connecting British India with China by motor road. Much later the Karakoram
Highway was built. The latest stage of infrastructure development is the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor. Second, environmental resource utilisation
strategies have changed over time. Emphasis has shifted from a predominantly
agriculture-based economy towards a market-oriented income generation
including extractivism, remittances and services. Third, bordering and ordering is
strongly linked to actors and factors. Fourth, new light is shed on prevalent myths
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that are associated with Alexander the Great and the Silk Roads, longevity and
an ideal state. A developmentalism discourse has been transformed in Chinese
occupation narrative. All four perspectives are displayed on the basis of archival
evidence that has been collected from a wide range of sources, augmented by
empirical material collected during four decades.
Although insect endocrinology is one of the oldest and most active branches of
insect physiology, its classic general texts are long out of date, while its abundant
primary literature provides little biological context in which to make sense of the
discipline as a whole. In this book, H. Frederik Nijhout's goal is to provide a
complete, concise, and up-to-date source for students and nonspecialists
seeking an overview of the dynamic and wide-ranging science that insect
endocrinology has become since its beginnings nearly eighty years ago in the
study of insect metamorphosis. The author offers a comprehensive survey of the
many roles that hormones play in the biology of insects. Among the topics
discussed are the control of molting, metamorphosis, reproduction, caste
determination in social insects, diapause, migration, carbohydrate and lipid
metabolism, diuresis, and behavior. The account features a summary of the most
current and accurate thinking on the complex roles of ecdysone and juvenile
hormone in the control of metamorphosis, a process still misunderstood and
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misrepresented in biological textbooks and many professional reviews.
Throughout, the book's emphasis is on the biology of the organism and the ways
in which physiological and developmental regulatory mechanisms are integrated
into the insect's life cycle.
Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering provides an overview of the basics
of electrical and electronic engineering that are required at the undergraduate
level. The book allows students outside electrical and electronics engineering to
easily
This book provides the details of developing a digital pedestrian map construction
system over the intermittently connected mobile network. Over the past couple of
decades, countries across the world, both developing and developed, have
witnessed a significant number of disasters. Thus, it has become mandatory for
each of the disaster-prone countries to equip themselves with appropriate
measures to cope with the challenges of providing post-disaster services. Some
of the serious challenges are incapacitated communication infrastructure,
unstable power supply and inaccessible road networks. Out of these challenges,
the destruction of road networks, especially in developing countries, acts as a
major hindrance to effective disaster management. To be more specific, the
success of a disaster response operation generally depends on the speed of
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evacuation and transportation of adequate amount of relief materials at the right
time to the disaster-affected areas. Hence, map-based navigation support is a
primary requirement for post-disaster relief operations. This book also provides
the solution of the two other important post-disaster management services such
as situational awareness and resource allocation. Both of these services are
invariably dependent on the existence of navigation support. Finally, in order to
offer such services, the other challenge is to address the problem of
incapacitated communication infrastructure. This book also deals with such
challenges in post-disaster scenarios and develops automated post-disaster
management services.
The Bed and Biscuit is going wild! Kids will laugh at — and learn from — this new
adventure, as Grampa takes in some ailing critters who are anything but tame.
Ever since Grampa Bender opened his doors (and veterinary skills) to a
despondent Canada goose, a cranky muskrat, and two tiny but rebellious fox kits,
his animal boarding house has been turned upside down. Luckily, Ernest the minipig is on hand to marshal the other animals into being good hosts — but since wild
things are, well, wild by nature, it has been trickier than he imagined. Plus Ernest
is trying to train Sir Walter, the Scottish terrier puppy who is the newest addition
to the family. But what if Sir Walter doesn’t want to be told what to do and
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decides that running wild like a fox sounds like lots of fun?
Each murder victim died with a smile on their face. The only one who isn't
grinning is Police Lieutenant Eve Dallas-because she's got to find out why.
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) was born in Makkah to Amina and Abdullah.
Abdullah passed away before Muhammad (pbuh) was born and was brought up
by Amina, his mother. When he was six, his mother passed away and then he
was looked after by his loving grandfather Abdul Mutallib. Two years later, Abdul
Mutallib also passed away and Muhammad (pbuh) was brought up by his uncle
Abu Talib. Muhammad (pbuh) lived a simple life, marrying Khadija when he was
twenty five years old. At the age of forty, the first verses came from Allah in the
month of Ramadan. The Angel Jibrael brought these first five verses to
Muhammad (pbuh). These words were written down by the scribes and
memorised by the Muslims. This message continued for twenty three years and
is known as the Qu'ran - the word of Allah. The Qu'ran is this pure message that
was revealed to Muhammad 1400 years ago. These are the words of Allah that
were sent to the prophet Muhammad (pbuh). Allah has guarded it and kept it
pure from changes and errors. The purpose or mission of the prophet (pbuh) was
to deliver this message to Mankind and to follow its teachings. The Prophet
Muhammad (pbuh) was kind and honest. He looked after his family and friends.
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He had good character and respected the elders. He looked after the orphans
and the poor. He was concerned for the wellbeing of all people. He never stole or
swore at anyone. He was loved and respected by everyone - the Muslims and
the non-Muslims. The prophet's character and actions are also recorded in the
Hadith books which give us an insight into this great man. Many people try and
follow the example of the prophet (pbuh), indeed he is a role model for all
Muslims. We should also be kind and good - following the example of the prophet
(pbuh) throughout our lives. In this Seerah Book, Children will learn a lot about
the prophet (pbuh) and about his life.
Islam is considered by many observers to be the fastest growing religion in the
world, yet it is the most misunderstood of the world's major faiths. Islamic culture,
whose roots plunge deep into the past but which is still alive today,
simultaneously developed a conception of the individual and the universe, a
philosophy of life and an art of living still attested in the prestigious vestiges of its
heritage, which form an integral part of the heritage of humanity. Some
misconceptions about Islam stem from calculated propaganda against Islam, but
a good amount of it is attributable to the ignorance of many Muslims whose
limited knowledge and practice of Islam perpetuates these misconceptions. The
Islamic Culture's sociology overwhelms all socio mores of human way of living.
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The criterion and nature of this society is to regulate the individual's conduct both
in person and with other human beings, basing on his Creator's moral fiber for
ultimate success. Islamic Studies and Culture covers the classical heritage and
Islamic culture, classical Arabic science and philosophy, and Muslim religious
sciences, showing continuation of Greek and Persian thought as well as original
Muslim contributions. This book provides a detailed and richly illustrated overview
of the origins and development of Islam, focusing on its culture throughout
history. The contributors to this collection examine many dimensions of life in the
Diaspora and demonstrate that identity is always constructed in relation to others.
Neither a learned compilation nor an attempt at popularization, this volume
focuses on the various aspects of Islamic culture, intended to be a work of a high
scientific standard with contributions from eminent scholars in the Islamic world.
Electric Circuits and Networks is designed to serve as a textbook for a twosemester undergraduate course on basic electric circuits and networks. The book
builds on the subject from its basic principles. Spread over seventeen chapters,
the book can be taught with varying degree of emphasis on its six subsections
based on the course requirement. Written in a student-friendly manner, its
narrative style places adequate stress on the principles that govern the behaviour
of electric circuits and networks.
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"A successful blend of astronomical and climate studies with modern scientific
and statistical analysis, this history of solar observations is followed by a review
of how variations in solar brightness have been measured, both from the ground
and space." --New Scientist
Power Electronics: Devices, Circuits and Industrial Applications would serve as
an invaluable text for undergraduate and postgraduate courses on power
electronics. It would also be a useful reference for practicing design engineers.
The book provides an exhaustive coverage of various power electronic devices
with emphasis on the thyristor. The characteristics of modern power
semiconductor devices like the power transistor, MOSFET and the IGBT are also
discussed. Other relevant topics like cycloconverters, brushless DC motors,
microprocessor fundamentals, microprocessor control of industrial equipment,
and field-oriented control of AC motors, are dealt with in detail. With its in-depth
presentation of topics, detailed and easy-to-understand derivations, the emphasis
of the book is on the understanding of fundamental concepts. The theory is wellsupported by a large number of solved and unsolved problems and multiple
choice questions. The lucid treatment in the book encourages self-study and
motivates the student towards independent problem solving.
Are human beings a species in constant need of firm, aggressive government to
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save us from ourselves? Or are we fundamentally sociable beings, woven
together in a complex array of networks, interdependent and willing to work
together? Sense & Sociability is a modern, highly readable, and often quirky look
at human sociability by one of Canada's top sociologists. Lorne Tepperman
explores why we have difficulty getting along, and why in spite of these difficulties
westill manage for the most part to live together. Without interference from poor
government and other malign influences, he argues, people can work out a great
deal of their lives themselves. Tepperman, one of Canada's foremost
sociologists, sees it as his job to look at our "unwashed" history to reveal how
ordinarypeople doing ordinary things is the process that makes human history.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the
original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will
see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the
work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages,
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poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Speaking Effectively provides the trainer with a business English book which can be
used as supplementary material or as the basis for a short course at the lowerintermediate level to develop fluency and language competence. All of the 14 units are
short, easy-to-use and do not require much preparation on the part of the teacher. The
three case studies interspersed throughout the book allow the learner the opportunity to
use the language acquired in the preceding units in more extended speaking activities.
Speaking Effectively is accompanied by a cassette with the tapescripts in the back of
the book.
Contemporary societies are constructed, constricted, and constrained by various series
of examinations. Governments of both Western and non-Western countries tend to
conduct detailed, multi-layered and continuous systems of tests or examinations.
International tests, such as PISA and TIMSS, have also been introduced to compare
the relative performances of learners within diverse educational institutions across
different countries. Examinations therefore provide a methodological pivot for
comparing a range of societies. They enable us to contrast the West and the East; the
North and the South; tribal and mass society; ancient and postmodern civilization; and
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so on. Comparing parallel societies from across Asia, the Middle East, Europe, and
North America, this book proposes fundamental transitions in sociological research
from system to process and from communication to composition through intensive
studies on examinations. It uses ethnographies, interviews, questionnaires, documents,
statistics, and big-data analyses to make comparisons on broad scales of time and
space. In so doing, it suggests hypotheses encompassing different kinds of societies in
human history, including those in the Axial Age and the Modern Ages.
Five books of essays in one volume from the Booker Prize–winner and “one of the
most ambitious and divisive political essayists of her generation” (The Washington
Post). With a new introduction by Arundhati Roy, this new collection begins with her
pathbreaking book The Cost of Living—published soon after she won the Booker Prize
for her novel The God of Small Things—in which she forcefully condemned India’s
nuclear tests and its construction of enormous dam projects that continue to displace
countless people from their homes and communities. The End of Imagination also
includes her nonfiction works Power Politics, War Talk, Public Power in the Age of
Empire, and An Ordinary Person’s Guide to Empire, which include her widely
circulated and inspiring writings on the US invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, the need
to confront corporate power, and the hollowing out of democratic institutions globally.
Praise for Arundhati Roy “The fierceness with which Arundhati Roy loves humanity
moves my heart.” —Alice Walker, Pulitzer Prize–winning author and recipient of the
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LennonOno Grant for Peace Award “Arundhati Roy combines her brilliant style as a
novelist with her powerful commitment to social justice in producing these eloquent,
penetrating essays.” —Howard Zinn, author of Political Awakenings and Indispensable
Zinn “Arundhati Roy is incandescent in her brilliance and her fearlessness. And in
these extraordinary essays—which are clarions for justice, for witness, for a true
humanity—Roy is at her absolute best.” —Junot Díaz, author of the Pulitzer
Prize–winning The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao “One of the most confident and
original thinkers of our time.” —Naomi Klein, author of No Is Not Enough and The Battle
For Paradise “Arundhati Roy calls for ‘factual precision’ alongside of the ‘real
precision of poetry.’ Remarkably, she combines those achievements to a degree that
few can hope to approach.” —Noam Chomsky, leading public intellectual and author of
Hopes and Prospects “India’s most impassioned critic of globalization and American
influence.” —The New York Times
Suitable for undergraduate and graduate students, this book discusses constants of
overhead transmission lines and their performance, and gives a treatment of design of
electrical and mechanical transmission lines. This book includes chapters on power
system operation and analysis, which are used to illustrate the problems in designing.
This manual covers basic clinical techniques and background and contains practical
instructions for more than 50 specific testing and examination techniques. It features
informative tables, photographs, illustrations, and lists of suggested resources for more
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in-depth study.
"In India, over 30 per cent of the total population lives below the poverty line. Such a
high degree of poverty highlights a serious dimension of the countryâ??s urban
scenario also. The insufficient employment opportunities and poor income levels add to
the miseries of the urban poor. They live in sub-standard settlements like slums,
unauthorized colonies, squatters, pavements, resettlement colonies, etc. These
settlements are considered to be the most filthiest in the world. Taking a serious note of
the growing urban poverty, the Government of India spent hundreds of crores of rupees
on implementing various schemes and programmes with no significant result. Urban
poverty continues to be an area of major concern and unbeatable challenge. It was
against this backdrop, experts working on different aspects of urban poverty were
approached to contribute articles expressing their views and giving their first-hand
experiences. The reading of this volume can be immensely useful to professionals,
government officials, activists etc., who are involved in poverty alleviation
programmes."
Characterization Techniques for Perovskite Solar Cell Materials: Characterization of
Recently Emerged Perovskite Solar Cell Materials to Provide an Understanding of the
Fundamental Physics on the Nano Scale and Optimize the Operation of the Device
Towards Stable and Low-Cost Photovoltaic Technology explores the characterization of
nanocrystals of the perovskite film, related interfaces, and the overall impacts of these
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properties on device efficiency. Included is a collection of both main and research
techniques for perovskite solar cells. For the first time, readers will have a complete
reference of different characterization techniques, all housed in a work written by highly
experienced experts. Explores various characterization techniques for perovskite solar
cells and discusses both their strengths and weaknesses Discusses material synthesis
and device fabrication of perovskite solar cells Includes a comparison throughout the
work on how to distinguish one perovskite solar cell from another
Mathematical methods play a significant role in the rapidly growing field of nonlinear
optical materials. This volume discusses a number of successful or promising
contributions. The overall theme of this volume is twofold: (1) the challenges faced in
computing and optimizing nonlinear optical material properties; and (2) the exploitation
of these properties in important areas of application. These include the design of optical
amplifiers and lasers, as well as novel optical switches. Research topics in this volume
include how to exploit the magnetooptic effect, how to work with the nonlinear optical
response of materials, how to predict laser-induced breakdown in efficient optical
devices, and how to handle electron cloud distortion in femtosecond processes.
This book is a unique supplement to contemporary scientific literature on rock blasting
technology. It encapsulates theoretical and practical aspects of drilling and blasting
techniques used in both surface and subterranean excavations connected with civil as
well as mining activities. Case studies are presented to illustrate correlations between
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theoretical calculations and empirical findings. It also summarizes the results of
research carried out by the Blasting Department of the Central Mining Research
Institute since its inception in the year 1970. It contains fifteen extensive chapters
covering statistical methods, design parameters, rock breakage mechanism, structural
damage, fragmentation, emerging techniques, surface and sub-surface blasting
methodologies, safety and environmental aspects, explosive characteristics and
modern initiating devices.
This comprehensive technical book on highwall mining covers theory and practice
coupled with practical examples and design aspects. It contains eight extensive
chapters elaborating broad-spectrum functionalities of highwall mining and its
operational aspects, covering world scenario, economic potential, methods of coal
extraction, design methodology including empirical web pillar design, numerical
modelling for stress analysis, safety factor for web pillars, panel and barrier design,
small-and large-scale numerical modelling, multiple seam interaction and design, coal
web pillar strength, equivalent width concept, laboratory testing, new web pillar strength
formula, effect of weak bands in coal seam, slope stability, safety and ground
monitoring, hazards and regulatory requirements, case examples, norms and
guidelines for practice. It also summarizes the results of research carried out by the
CSIR Central Institute of Mining and Fuel Research (CSIR-CIMFR), India and the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), Australia on
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the subject. The book will equip readers in understanding the complex, multiple seam
scenarios for highwall mining, and its design for maximum coal recovery from any given
site with better economics, which will aid the mining companies in extracting locked-up
coal following the safety norms to avoid hazards and minimise instability issues. A large
number of case studies is included to illustrate the application of numerical modelling
for prior estimation and viability of highwall mining operations under varying geomining
conditions. The book will be of interest to professionals and academics in the field of
mining engineering specifically, but will also interest civil, geomechanical and geological
engineers as well as rock mechanics professionals.
This text tells the story of cells as the unit of life in a colorful and student-friendly
manner, taking an "essentials only" approach. By using the successful model of
previously published Short Courses, this text succeeds in conveying the key points
without overburdening readers with secondary information. The authors (all active
researchers and educators) skillfully present concepts by illustrating them with clear
diagrams and examples from current research. Special boxed sections focus on the
importance of cell biology in medicine and industry today. This text is a completely
revised, reorganized, and enhanced revision of From Genes to Cells.
This textbook, designed for undergraduate students of electrical engineering, offers a
comprehensive and accessible introduction to state-of-the-art power semiconductor
devices and power electronic converters with an emphasis on design, analysis and
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realization of numerous types of systems. Each topic is discussed in sufficient depth to
expose the fundamental principles, concepts, techniques, methods and circuits,
necessary to thoroughly understand power electronic systems.
Fundamentals of DC and AC CircuitsFundamentals of DC Circuits : Ohm's law,
Kirchhoff's law, Simple resistive circuits - Effect of series and parallel resistances Mesh and Nodal analysis - Simple problems.Fundamentals of AC Circuits : RMS and
average values of sine wave, Form factor, Peak factor. Single phase AC circuits Impedance, Power and power factor - RL, RC, RLC circuits - Simple AC circuits Problems.Fundamentals of Magnetic CircuitsOhm's law of magnetic circuit, Simple and
composite magnetic circuits, Effect of air gap - Leakage factor - fringing effect - Simple
problems. Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction - Self and Mutually induced EMF
- Statically and Dynamically induced EMF - Simple problems.DC Machines and
TransformersDC Machine : Construction - EMF equation of DC generator - Types of
generators and motors - Characteristics.Transformer : Construction - EMF equation Transformation ratio - Types of transformers - Instrumentation transformer.Induction
MachinesThree Phase Induction Motor : Construction, Types - Principle of operation Torque equation - Slip Vs Torque characteristics of cage and wound rotor.Single Phase
Induction Motor : Principle of operation-Types - Applications.Power SuppliesHalf wave
and full wave rectifiers - Bridge rectifier - Types of filters - Voltage regular - Introduction
to SMPS and UPS.
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This textbook has been conceptualized to provide a detailed description of the various
aspects of Systems and Synthetic Biology, keeping the requirements of M.Sc. and
Ph.D. students in mind. Also, it is hoped that this book will mentor young scientists who
are willing to contribute to this area but do not know from where to begin. The book has
been divided into two sections. The first section will deal with systems biology – in
terms of the foundational understanding, highlighting issues in biological complexity,
methods of analysis and various aspects of modelling. The second section deals with
the engineering concepts, design strategies of the biological systems ranging from
simple DNA/RNA fragments, switches and oscillators, molecular pathways to a
complete synthetic cell will be described. Finally, the book will offer expert opinions in
legal, safety, security and social issues to present a well-balanced information both for
students and scientists.
Preface Acknowledgments 1. Study of female genitalia in slaughter house specimens 2.
Comparative anatomy of female reproductive tracts 3. Per-rectal palpation of female
genital organs 4. Oestrus detection in cattle and buffalo 5. Behavioural signs of oestrus
in mare, ewe, doe and bitch 6. Detection of oestrus in bitch by vaginal cytology 7.
Gynaecological examination of vagina 8. Technique of intra-uterine therapy 9.
Collection of genital discharge 10. Examination of cervico-vaginal mucus sample 11.
External and per-rectal pregnancy diagnosis in cattle/ buffalo 12. Early pregnancy
diagnosis in cattle by "Milk-Ejection Test" 13. Differential diagnosis of pregnancy in
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bovine 14. Pregnancy diagnosis in small ruminants 15. Biological and chemical
methods of pregnancy diagnosis 16. Care of the postpartum dam 17. Care of newborn
18. Pelvices of different domestic animals 19. Pelvimetry of domestic animals 20.
Presentation, position and posture of foetus 21. Caudal epidural anaesthesia 22. Uses
of obstetrical instruments 23. An approach to a case of dystocia 24. Evidence of foetal
life 25. Vaginal delivery by using mutation and force traction technique 26. Techniques
of foetotomy 27. Techniques of caesarean section in farm animals 28. Diagnosis and
management of uterine torsion in farm animals 29. Diagnosis and therapeutic
management of anoestrus cow 30. Diagnosis and therapeutic management of cystic
ovarian degeneration 31. Diagnosis and therapeutic management of repeat breeder
cows 32. Principles of antimicrobials therapy 33. Diagnosis and therapeutic
management of post-partum infections in bovines 34. Diagnosis and therapeutic
management of endometritis in bovines 35. Diagnosis and therapeutic management of
septic puerperal metritis 36. Diagnosis and therapeutic management of pyometra 37.
Diagnosis and therapeutic management of retention of placenta 38. Diagnosis and
therapeutic management of vaginal prolapse in in bovines 39. Diagnosis and
therapeutic management of prolapse of uterus in bovines 40. Diagnosis and therapeutic
management of foetal mummification 41. Diagnosis and therapeutic management of
foetal maceration 42. Diagnosis and therapeutic management of hydramnios and
hydrallantois 43. Artificial induction of lactation in infertile bovine 44. Hormonal drugs
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acting on the reproductive system 45. Homoeopathy in female reproductive disorders
46. Drugs commonly used in bovine reproductive disorders GLOSSARY APPENDICES
INDEX
Clinical Methods in Ophthalmology provides undergraduate students with an overview
of the theoretical and clinical aspects of ophthalmology. Beginning with an introduction
to ophthalmic symptoms and ocular examination, the following sections discuss
diagnostic tests, instruments, lenses, drugs and surgery. A clinically structured
questionnaire gives students guidance on history taking and physical and systemic
examination. A separate chapter is dedicated to case presentation helping students
recognise and diagnose symptoms and disorders, with emphasis on clinical
applications. This concise, easy to read manual includes more than 400 full colour
clinical photographs, illustrations and tables, to assist learning. Key points Overview of
theoretical and clinical aspects of ophthalmology for undergraduate students Separate
chapters dedicated to case pro forma and case presentation Concise, easy to read
format Includes more than 400 full colour photographs, illustrations and tables
IC3I will emphasize on promoting a high level of interaction between the theoretical,
experimental, and applied communities, so as to achieve exchange of ideas in new and
emerging computer and informatics areas IC3I will serve as a platform to cover the
advanced aspects and approaches of computers and informatics in real world scenario
and provides a forum to present and discuss emerging ideas and trends in this highly
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challenging research field To strengthen relationships and ties with other institutions
and international scientists, and to facilitate joint research and visits
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